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Abstract: This inquiry seeks to establish that ideas advanced by Thorstein Veblen
in his book, The Theory of the Leisure Class [1899], offer insights into nonfungible tokens. Through the evolution of technology¾aided by broad access to
the internet¾the emergence of non-fungible tokens can be understood to offer the
leisure class a novel form of conspicuous consumption. Enabled by expansive
networks, members of the leisure class can now engage in conspicuous displays of
wealth and therewith establish their status relative to members of the laboring class
as well as members of the leisure class. While there exist many different forms of
non-fungible tokens, this inquiry places special emphasis upon “Cryptopunks” and
“Bored Ape Yacht Club” as two major projects. [Words:117]
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This inquiry seeks to establish that ideas advanced by Thorstein Veblen offer
insights into non-fungible tokens. A non-fungible token¾also known as an
“NFT”¾needs to be understood as a “unique token” that is also attached to a
digital art piece. To qualify as a unique token the NFT must be inherently distinct
and also protected from replication. Non-fungible tokens tend to be stored and
transferred on the Ethereum blockchain. This particular blockchain is powered by
the cryptocurrency Ethereum. Ethereum could be considered as a “fungible good.”
This means Ethereum, like the U.S dollar, can be traded or exchanged for the same
amount of each other and still be of equal value. The Ethereum blockchain can be
understood as a public ledger that allows every trade of currency¾or non-fungible
tokens on the blockchain¾to be tracked and viewed by all interested parties. In
addition, non-fungible tokens are created with digital signatures making each one
different from the other, and this renders the price of the NFT dependent upon
what the market will bear for the associated digital art. For example, a First Edition
Spiderman comic book would be much more expensive and rarer than a fifth
edition of the same book. In essence, the same can be noted for non-fungible
tokens.
In my view, knowledge gained from reading the works of Thorstein Veblen
can greatly assist us in understanding the uses of non-fungible tokens. Veblen’s
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thinking also sheds and helps us to answer questions related to: why do certain
types of persons in society aspire to own NFTs. and which kinds of persons would
be more likely to own them in the future? For this inquiry, I shall rely heavily upon
two selections from literature: namely, Veblen in Plain English, authored by Ken
McCormick (2006), and The Theory of the Leisure Class, authored by Thorstein
Veblen [1899]. Both books offer ways to gain an understanding of a modern-day
leisure class, and the role the internet has placed upon conspicuous consumption
and the instinct of emulation that could affect the pricing and consumption of what
are known as “Veblen goods.” Furthermore, this inquiry shall seek to establish a
connection between the leisure class and non-fungible tokens. In an effort to
establish these connections, I shall consider two of the main brands/projects of
non-fungible tokens; namely, Cryptopunks and Bored Ape Yacht Club. Though
much has changed since 1899 when Veblen had his first book published, still his
ideas can be rendered not only relevant but also timely for considering
contemporary developments taking place in society.

Leisure Class, Conspicuous Consumption, Veblen Goods,
and Instinct of Emulation
Certainly, today’s leisure class is different from when Veblen was drawing his
data; nevertheless, still members tend to follow the same ideology and also create
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similar social structures. In the view of Veblen (1912, 1-4), the leisure class was
created through the separations of the classes based upon gender and exemptions
from industrial employments. Veblen argued that most men were a part of the
leisure class and women were most typically not at all members of the leisure
class, and this was related to the separation of occupations based upon gender.
Women would often work jobs outside the areas where industrial development has
yet to happen, while men often worked jobs that were often exempt from this.
While this is still relevant today, the leisure class has changed somewhat and can
be viewed as the separations between the higher class and middle/lower class or,
stated differently, between the “haves” versus the “have-nots.” In addition, back in
Veblen’s day the separation of the leisure class and the working class was mostly
based upon occupation and gender, which tended to generate and also display
stable percentages. Either a person was identified as male or female, and either the
person was associated with a career that related them to the leisure class, or not. It
was mostly a coinflip of 50-50 based upon gender and the family that would
determine if one were to be reared to belong to the leisure class or the working
class. Nowadays the separation between the contemporary leisure class and the
working-class has shifted and can be understood apart from gender, and its
measure can be understood by control of wealth.
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Furthermore, social groups can be divided into two groups. According to
Veblen (1912,12), these can be considered the “exploit” class and the “industry”
class. The industry class can be summed up by the effort needed to work towards
the creation of new technology, this class is made up of the factory workers who
work hands-on to put things together. The exploit class is made up of people who
benefit from the final products that are made from the work of the industry class
and gain a profit from the creation of the products. The separation of wealth
between these two classes has greatly shifted apart and can be seen today where
the owners of businesses are worth billions of dollars while their workers make a
very small percentage of the company’s revenues. This was brought on by the rise
of big business that caused the modern-day leisure class as but a minority that
controls the mass of wealth today.
The introduction of the internet has increased the need for “conspicuous
consumption” and can be credited to our human instinct of emulation. According
to Veblen (1912, 68-72), conspicuous consumption can be defined by the need of
the consumer to purchase and display goods that are either high in price or quality
over the practical level of consumption. The leisure class consumes these goods to
show off how much wealth they have and how much higher on the social ladder
they are over those they view as their competition. Furthermore, Veblen (1912,87)
states that conspicuous consumption is higher in urban areas than those who live in
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rural areas. This is due to the need of people to have the highest appearance they
can have and to maintain or outdo the appearances of their neighbors. This loop of
outdoing each other keeps going until the standard level of conformity becomes so
high that the working class cannot afford to maintain this appearance without debt
and further separates them from the leisure class. This loop can be summed up by
the phrase “Keeping up with the Joneses”, whereby people are inclined to make
financial decisions based on what emotional impact they believe the purchase will
make on those around them. People who live in rural areas do not typically have
many neighbors that live close by, so there is no need for them to keep a certain
appearance, instead, they wear and do things that help them get their jobs done
more efficiently.
While there are different levels of conspicuous consumption between rural
life and urban life that may have been true for most of the 20th century, the internet
has changed this. The internet has created a single massive online urban area at
which people can devote a greater share of their time and effort towards
maintaining certain appearance and for comparing themselves to others.
Furthermore, the internet has allowed the leisure class to push their conspicuous
consumption out to a bigger audience with the help of social media and reality
television. A conventional wisdom suggests that that members of the leisure class
rank higher in the status, and according to McCormick (2006, 13), they are prone
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to emulate members of the leisure class because of the instinct of emulation. It
appears to be a variable in human nature for some to try to raise their ranking
against other members of society, as those with a lower societal ranking would
tend to follow those possessing a higher ranking and flaunting goods that are
desired. If done in a malicious way, such could lead people that are higher ranking
on the social ladder to exploit their followers for monetary gain by selling their
products to their followers.
Members of the leisure class choose the goods that show off their status the
best: these could be things like Italian sports cars, mansions, and expensive
designer clothes to play into the working class's dreams and ambitions to one day
be wealthy enough to afford these things. These goods are often considered
“Veblen goods”. A Veblen good, according to James Chen, a writer at
investopedia.com, is a good wherein the demand increases as the prices increases.
These tend to be goods that are thought of as exclusive and more typically
purchased as status symbols. In addition, Veblen goods have an upward sloping
demand curve that runs opposite of the downward sloping curve typically found in
the neoclassical theory. In a neoclassical demand and supply model, when the price
of a good rises it shifts the demand curve to the left causing a decrease in demand.
In contrast, when a Veblen good rises in price the demand for the good rises as
well, and when the price of Veblen good decreases so does the demand.
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In addition, during the pandemic lockdown of 2020-21, the leisure class
limited in the ways that their wealth could be displayed. Restrictions associated
with the pandemic limited the mobility of many people. Such restrictions would
prove more challenging for members of the leisure class who are a part of this class
often related to large inheritances. Veblen (1912, 76) can be referenced: as the
money they have obtained was not by their own competence but rather their
genetic blood line. The leisure class can only show off a Veblen good so many
times before it gets “old”, and then they need something new to show off their
status. Furthermore, the leisure class was unable to buy new Veblen goods as most
companies believed a recession was coming and halted production of various
luxury goods. My understanding is that facing a host of restrictions, members of
the leisure class turned to the internet and found non-fungible tokens as a way to
display their wealth and status.

Introduction to Non-Fungible Tokens and Crypto Punk NFT’s
In today’s world non-fungible tokens are mostly made up of unique tokens that are
connected to digital art pieces, in which the buyer is the only holder of the
intellectual property to that art piece. Each non-fungible token has its own unique
digital signature associated with it and there is often a numbering system attached
to the digital art that usually starts at 1 and goes all the way up to whatever
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quantity is released. Furthermore, most non-fungible tokens have certain
characteristics that the buyers seem as better or more desirable. At this time, the
Ethereum blockchain is the most well-known and most used blockchain for nonfungible tokens, and this leads to Ethereum being the currency used for their
buying and selling. There are hundreds to even thousands of different non-fungible
token projects going on, and all promise different things in the future. Some
promise that they will become the new version of “paintings” in the virtual-reality
space known as Metaverse, and some promise that having one of their nonfungible tokens will act as a pass for an exclusive party/concert/club.
One of the most popular non-fungible token projects is known as
Cryptopunks. These are 8-bit digital art of people that were inspired by the
rebellious punk scene found in London during the 1970s. This project was created
by Larva Labs in 2017 and was founded by Matt Hall and John Watkinson and is
known as the starter of the current CryptoArt movement that we can see today. The
way a non-fungible token project starts: typically there is a base art model like for
this project a female/male head. Then the project creator has artists make different
characteristics like a hat, shirt, glasses, and the like. Then they are algorithmically
generated so as to have distinctive attributes from each other. Some digital art
pieces might share the same hat or the same glasses, but they all have different
distinctive attributes that make them unlike each other. Once the digital art is
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created by the algorithmic generator a process is known as “minting” occurs.
Minting is the process in which a non-fungible token is attached to that digital art
piece and shows who the one true owner is through the open ledger known as the
“Ethereum blockchain.”
There were only 10,000 Cryptopunks created and were given away in 2017
for free if you paid the energy/transfer cost of 11 cents. According to the creators
of the project Larva Labs, the lowest price Cryptopunk available 02/21/2022 is
66.9 Ethereum or $175,479 and the largest sale price of one was around eight
thousand Ethereum or 23.7 million dollars. In addition, every time a non-fungible
token digital art is sold, some percentage of the sale price goes back to the original
artists who made it. While we do not know the percentages Larva Labs derives
from the sales of the Cryptopunks, there has been a total value of all sales,
according to Larva Labs of around 2.03 billion dollars in the five years of their
creating.
Back in 2017 at the start of all of this, likely it was the case that Cryptopunks
did not serve as an example of a Veblen good. This has changed and these days
Cryptopunks are mostly bought and held on to by members of the leisure class. By
looking at the price history of the Cryptopunks one can see that when their price
increases so to does the demand. For what and Economics textbook holds as a
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normal good, once the price gets to a certain range, buyers will stop buying and
sellers will start selling. This will lead to a decrease in the price and demand of the
good as the sellers and buyers have to meet somewhere in the middle where both
see the price as reasonable. The opposite tendencies can be found in the
Cryptopunk market; whereby when a person sells the prices of the non-fungible
tokens continues to rise. Almost every week a new record purchase price is being
beat, and at the current prices it would prove difficult to imagine that members of
the working class would not sell their Cryptopunk. There is too much money at
stake for the average working-class person to hold on to (and these days) to buy
these digital art pieces, as the sums of money that can be had would change a
person’s life. But it is a different story for members of the leisure class.
The leisure class gains utility in Veblen goods like Cryptopunks since the
higher the price goes the more prized it becomes as a symbol of status, as a
diminishing number of people can afford it. This non-fungible token is only
recognizable in a small community of people that know what they are, and this
does not stop the leisure class's desire for peer recognition in this space. There
really has not been any big celebrity to endorse them so they continue to remain
relatively unknown. In addition, there are nicknames for collectors in this space
who collect multiple Cryptopunks as some will collect certain ones based on their
distinct attributes, like ones that are smoking a cigarette. This will lead them to
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corner the market on having all the ones that have a distinct attribution to pump the
price up even more since if anyone wants that certain attribute, they will have to
purchase it off them.
While there are only 10,000 Cryptopunks there are many fewer owners.
According to LarvaLabs.com, there are currently 3385 wallets containing the
10,000 non-fungible tokens. This makes almost an average of three Cryptopunks
per person with an average worth of around $500,000 if only accounting for the
minimum selling price. These Cryptopunks might have started out as a fun free
digital art project, but has now formed into the leisure class betting several hundred
thousand dollars as a way to offer displays of their wealth.

Part 3. Bored Ape NFT’s
The Cryptopunks project has achieved grand successes, and anytime there is a
success there is always a successor trying to do it even better and make even more
profit. Even though Cryptopunks were released in 2017 it took about four years for
them to pick up momentum to where they are now. In April of 2021, Yuga Labs
released a collection of 10,000 Bored Ape Yacht Club non-fungible tokens, but
rather giving them away like the creators of Cryptopunks, they sold each one for
$300, bringing in three million dollars and selling out in 12 hours. This made their
creations even more exclusive, as a buyer had to put money on the line, and funded
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Yuga Labs for their preparations to make the most known non-fungible token
today.
Yuga Labs acted smartly as their managers saw what worked for the creators
of the Cryptopunks and then mostly followed this lead. The non-fungible tokens
they created used a monkey model instead of a human, and gave the NFTs six
different randomly generated traits fur, eyes, clothes, earrings, hats, and
background colors in order to give each one a distinct look. While the creators of
the Bored Ape Yacht Club might have followed the creative side of other nonfungible tokens, they did promise something very different exclusivity.
Yuga Labs gave each member of the Bored Ape Yacht Club an invitation to
a private community online chat room only given to those who own one of the
10,000 non-fungible tokens, and if you sold yours, you were kicked out. In
addition, owners of these non-fungible tokens were given other non-fungible
tokens from different projects just for owning the Bored Ape Yacht Club which
gave incentive for owners to not sell their non-fungible tokens. Furthermore,
owners of this non-fungible token were given rights to purchase exclusive
merchandise like hats and sweaters that had resale values on eBay for 100’s to
even 1000’s of dollars.
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Unlike Larva Labs, which was unable to get their non-fungible tokens out of
the crypto community and into the public arena, Yuga Labs was able to use the
instinct of emulation via celebrity endorsement to push their non-fungible tokens
out to the public. Some celebrities who own these non-fungible tokens are Jimmy
Fallon, Justin Bieber, Mark Cuban, Serena Williams, Stephen Curry, Shaq O’Neil.
The list of celebrity influences is vast and in all different industries, this leads to
some celebrities changing their profile photo on social media to their digital art and
some sports professionals to get their digital monkey art on their equipment in
games. It is impossible to know if the celebrities themselves believe in these nonfungible tokens, or if they are getting compensated for advertising them. However,
either way that strategy proved as a successful tactic to get them into the public
view. The creators got the non-fungible token out to people who if they did not
know about it before would have never known about them.
Since every owner of the Bored Ape Yacht Club was brought into an
exclusive online community, this brought people in who purchased these nonfungible tokens just to try to get into communication with these celebrities. In
addition, in November of 2021, the creators of Bored Ape Yacht Club rented a
yacht for 1,000 people and the passengers were only allowed to get a ticket if they
held a Bored Ape Yacht Club non-fungible token. This played into the role of
members of the leisure class seeking to appear as part of an exclusive and higher
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society than the rest and afforded them the opportunity to show off their status
online. Furthermore, by playing into the instinct of emulation, observers could seek
to copy or imitate these celebrities in an effort to achieve a feeling of equaling
among themselves and the celebrities. This led some of those seeking to join the
club to seek to raise funds by refinancing their homes or using lines of credit to
purchase these non-fungible tokens to get that feeling of being considered an equal
among these celebrities.
According to opensea.io, a marketplace to buy and sell non-fungible tokens
on the Ethereum blockchain, the minimum price someone would have to pay to get
into the Bored Ape Yacht Club non-fungible token is $232,000 and currently, there
are 6,309 owners who hold the 10,000 non-fungible tokens. By using the minimum
entry price of $232,000 and the average owner owning 1.59 Bored Ape Yacht Club
non-fungible tokens, we are looking at the average wallet-size containing these
digital art pieces to be worth around $367,728. While this calculation above is only
using the floor price of this non-fungible token there are many examples of these
non-fungible tokens selling for upwards of $3 million dollars. Like the
Cryptopunks, the Bored Ape Yacht Club non-fungible tokens are out of reach for
the members of the working class and will most likely only be a Veblen good that
members of the leisure class can afford.
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Conclusion:
This inquiry has sought to establish that ideas advanced by Thorstein Veblen offer
insights into non-fungible tokens. At this current time, non-fungible tokens appear
to have a single use, and that is to verify that the digital art is indeed authentic and
provides true ownership on the Ethereum blockchain. However, we could imagine
that in the future NFTs could be used for other things, such as, to provide an open
ledger of clear ownership over tangible goods. My research suggests that NFTs
serve as a project to allow members of the leisure class to show off their status by
allowing them to be able to purchase and show extremely expensive art on the
internet. Furthermore, all non-fungible tokens are limited to certain numbers to
make consumers feel as if they are buying something exclusive and then to
artificially raise the prices based on rising demand. The prices of these nonfungible tokens are so high that it would be highly unlikely that members of the
laboring class could afford them, as in many states their costs are higher than the
price of most homes.
My sense is that when we consider the dynamic character of the internet, it
could well be the case that more and more “Veblen goods” would be created for
the sole purpose of displaying status and reinforcing the differences between
members of the leisure class and working class. In the view of Veblen (1912, 76),
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as the wealth of the leisure class grows, further differentiation within the leisure
class itself happens by the creation of a ranking or grade system. One outcome that
I can note is that this tendency would promote the innovation of new Veblen goods
that would be created for the sole purpose of the leisure class not only to show off
their wealth to the working class, but also to further distinguish who-is-whom
among members of the leisure class. In addition, through the creations of these
Veblen goods, members of the working class could try to emulate the members of
the leisure class, but would fall short as they would not have the wealth and money
to do so. This would then lead to an even larger separation of the leisure class and
the working class, as the working class might be able to afford some form of these
Veblen goods by only through taking on high levels of debt. Considering where
things stand today, it remains difficult to say whether this craze for non-fungible
tokens will continue once the world opens back up after the pandemic years, and
the leisure class is able to buy tangible Veblen goods. However, for now, the
interest in NFTs does not appear to be dying down.
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